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Airhead!

The diary of an incompetent air-con apprentice…
Monday
OMG! Max’s dodgy dealings
finally caught up with him - he’s
done a runner! Rumour has it
he’s teamed-up in Brazil with
his swindling car-dealer mate,
‘Second-Hand’ Carlos... So my
apprenticeship with Al-Cool is
over... But hey! It’s summer –
time to party!
Tuesday
“Right, son”, said dad today, “Time
we had a little chat...Your year´s
apprenticeship at Al-Cool was a
complete bloody disaster, wasn’t
it? Don’t deny it!”
“Well, yes... But I didn’t go to
university to end up working with
a cowboy like Max”
“Ah yes... Your degree - that I paid
for! - The History of Film Studies’...
What exactly did you do in those 3
years? Watch movies?”
“Well, not all 3 years... Mostly we

studied how film studies have been
studied since – well, since there
were film studies”
“And that’s useful for a career, is it?”
“Well, yes, if you want to be a film
critic.”
“And do you?”
“Well not really, but - AARGH!!”
Dad hadn’t slapped me since
1996, when I threw my sister’s
Tamagotchi into the fire on
a camping holiday in the
Dordogne. So I knew this was
serious. Our ‘chat’ ended with me
agreeing to apply to Penguin for
a job. Soooo unfair! Still, Penguin
are a leading business here –
they’ll appreciate my qualities!
And at least it´ll keep dad off
my back. Daren’t risk losing his
monthly allowance.
Friday
Penguin replied today. Not good.
Dad won’t like it -

Thank you for
your application
for a position
with Penguin.
Unfortunately
we only take
staff with relevant qualifications, so we suggest
you seek employment better-suited
to your degree – although we are
at a complete loss as to what that
might be. Nonetheless, we are aware
of your year’s apprenticeship with AlCool, and would like to express our
gratitude for your contribution to
that business, which we understand
was integral to its demise.
Coolest regards,
The Penguin team
Those superior b******s! Well
maybe I should just start my own
rival air-con & solar business... After all - how difficult could it be?

That’s All, Folks!
Don't get an airhead, get an expert!
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